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LogiSync Corporation Launches LonWorks® Gateway
Model IG-1 Drastically Cuts Development Cost and Time to Market

WESTLAKE, OH (October 7, 1996): LogiSync Corporation, developer of customized embedded
communication solutions, has announced availability of the Model IG-1 serial to LonWorks
Programmable Gateway. The new product is based on Echelon’s LonWorks® technology and aids
developers taking advantage of the technology.
The Model IG-1 serial gateway can connect virtually any device providing RS-232 or RS-485
capability to LonWorks technology based systems. It serves as either a protocol converter for a
single unit or allows many multi-dropped devices to connect to LonWorks systems.
“The Model IG-1 serial gateway has allowed our customers to open entirely new markets for
their products by providing a cost effective, high performance approach to convert their
equipment for use in the rapidly growing LonWorks market,” said Ed Yenni, president of
LogiSync.
Used in conjunction with a modem, the IG-1 can monitor a remote LonWorks network without
installation of a PC at the remote site. And because the IG-1 uses a memory mapped approach,
the Neuron Chip’s I/O pins are available to perform other application specific functions and are
made available through an expansion header.
“What’s most attractive to customers using the IG-1, is that they avoid the cost of custom
hardware development to redesign their existing controllers to take advantage of the unique
aspects of LonWorks technology,” Yenni said.
For the last four years, LogiSync has provided custom design and development services as a
LonWorks Independent Developer. The company’s designs are found in applications such as
building controls, medical equipment, industrial automation, process control, security and
access control, and telecommunications.
###
About LogiSync Corporation
LogiSync, established in 1993, is an embedded systems developer with expertise in
communications protocols and device-level networking. LogiSync works with original equipment
manufacturers in a wide variety of industries to minimize the cost and risk associated with
developing device networks.

